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When this publishing house was in its infancy . . . that stage during
which we apply business concepts to dreams . . . we imagined how our
titles would fit in at those bricks-and-mortar bookstores where the fabulous tangle of book, reader and bookseller occurs. KOMENAR titles—
well-edited, well-styled books written by first-time novelists—would
add to fiction stock not by their numbers but by their quality. We were
confident because lots of booksellers offered us advice and support, my
husband a thirty-five-year bookstore veteran among them.

Now KOMENAR enters its fourth year of publishing. And we have
acquired wonderful contacts and mentors not only among booksellers,
but among distributors, wholesalers, media and even other publishers.
We are rich in friends and associates. And grateful to them.
After numerous bookstore adventures, there are many I will never forget:

• The PNBA trade show during which Deon Stonehouse of Sunriver
Books discovered My Half of the Sky and went on to hand-sell triple
digits of that title.
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• The email request for an ARC that turned into a BookSense Pick, by
which Keri Holmes of The Kaleidoscope in Iowa taught us the power of
one bookstore among so many in the ABA.
• The Buzz Book contest during which booksellers discovered Alice
Wilson-Fried and her book Outside Child. That title missed being Buzz
Book by one vote. The next day booksellers came to us to apologize for
not entering their vote in time!

• The time that Ed Kaufmann of M is for Mystery befriended author
Marc Paul Kaplan when no one turned up for an event and to this day,
hand-sells Over the Edge as a result of their conversation.
Booksellers leave imprints on us as indelible as the text on our books’
pages. Maybe because a new business in any industry cannot grow without relationships that grow us as well. Maybe because we share the same
love of reading good books and of pleasing readers. Maybe because this
industry is a tough one and we need each other to succeed.
Whatever the reason, we know our success is tied to the success of others whom we appreciate and respect. Now well beyond its “infancy,”
KOMENAR will continue to focus on our dreams and those dreams
will always include working with the many wonderful booksellers in our
world.

President, KOMENAR Publishing
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The Love We All Wait For

a novel by Lee Doyle
An Excerpt from The Love We All Wait For:

P

September 2008
Hardcover (6” x 9”)
ISBN: 978-0-9817271-0-3
Price: $24.95 (U.S.A.)
Pages: 316
Fiction

Seventeen-year-old Sheila O’Connor’s father died when his pickup truck
stalled in the path of an oncoming train. Now her world is changing at an
overwhelming pace. Her mother is preparing to remarry, already showing signs of a transformed life. Big brother Josh has joined the Marines,
seemingly on a whim. And little sister Annie revels in the attention of
her father-to-be, her first experiences of a real dad.
Sheila is changing too, looking for love, trying to protect those whom she
loves, and pretending that she can maneuver through the big and little
dramas of those around her. But she is about to discover that the only
fate she can control is her own . . . and even that will take courage she
never knew she had.

MARKETING
• National publicity campaign led by publicist Zak Nelson
• ARCs distributed to all major newspapers and publications
• Advertising in ForeWord Magazine, PW, and others
• Online advertising in Shelf Awareness and Habitual Reader
• Regional bookseller association trade shows
• BookSense Advance Access program
• Entry in contests, including Pulitzer and Pen-Faulkner
• Author signings and events, including book club events
• Author blog and website

rior to falling in love with
George, my mother had never so
much as picked up a blow dryer.
Now she’d gotten prettier, looked
ten years younger.
“You’re being very brave about
this.”
“As if I had a choice,” I said.
“I suppose neither of us do,” she
said. “Mind you, Josh will be fine.
The structure will do him good.”
This morning, Josh had packed his
books, clothes, swimming trophies,
meticulously labeling the boxes.
He’d offered the jar of pennies we’d
set on the railroad tracks when we
were little. Annie’d refused them.
She said faceless pennies couldn’t
be spent, were therefore worthless.
I think it had more to do with the
tracks, with what she knew in her
heart about Daddy’s death.
I dabbed some of my mother’s
rose-scented body lotion on my
hands. Outside, the chimes under
the pomegranate tree tinkled. I
heard the gentle thunk of a blossom
hitting the ground. The tree had
never borne fruit. Daddy’d once
explained the tree was male. Every summer the bright red-orange

blossoms in their tight casings on
the ground proved him right.
King appeared in the bathroom doorway. He circled his tail
twice and settled on the threshold.
Patches and scabs showed through
his thinning black coat. He looked
at my mother with a long face.
“Poor thing,” she said.
“Do you think he knows?” I
asked. “Will Josh leaving do him
in?”
“King will survive,” she said. “It’s
good for Josh to take a stand like
this. You know how your father
could be.”
The vanity drawer jammed when
she tried to close it. She gave the
handle a hard yank and carried the
drawer over to the wastebasket.
Jars of cold crème, several combs,
a tangled nest of bobby pins and
hair tumbled into the wastebasket.
King’s long black tail slapped the
floor as if to punctuate my mother’s summer cleaning effort. She
gave the overflowing wastebasket
a satisfied nod.
“I’ve been meaning to do that
for a long time,” she said, sliding
the drawer back into the vanity.

“My first novel is like my first love. It’s
made me smarter, tougher and ten times
more vulnerable.”
LEE DOYLE, debut author of The Love We
All Wait For, grew up in the Salinas Valley of
California, where her novel is set. She earned a
Bachelor’s degree in French from San Francisco
State University. When she’s not writing, Lee reads
fiction, gardens, and builds fairy houses with her
daughter. She’s currently working on her second
novel.

A Plague of Scoundrels

a novel by Jon Cory

An Excerpt from A Plague of Scoundrels:

Candles and hanging iron sau-

September 2008
Available in hardcover and
trade paperback

Hardcover (6” x 9” )
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-8-0
Price: $24.95 (U.S.A.)
Trade Paperback (6” x 9”)
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-9-7
Price: $15.95 (U.S.A.)
Pages: 325
Fiction

Elliot Vail is a floundering San Francisco stand-up comedian who
will do anything for a cheap place to live. So when strange Edward
Bockman offers him free rent in exchange for some odd dos and don’ts,
Elliot thinks his luck is about to change. After all, despite Bockman’s
over-active imagination, head-to-toe Robin Hood costume and locked
bedroom door, he seems nice enough.
Little does Elliot know that his new landlord is time-traveling to trysts
with an ex-mistress of England’s King Charles II . . . and that he’ll soon
be expected to rescue Bockman from a 17th-century prison and a deadly
outbreak of the Black Plague.

MARKETING
• National publicity campaign led by publicist Zak Nelson
• ARCs distributed to all major newspapers and publications
• Advertising in ForeWord Magazine, PW, and others
• Online advertising in Shelf Awareness and Habitual Reader
• Regional bookseller association trade shows
• BookSense Advance Access program
• Entry in contests, including National Book Awards
• Author signings and events, including book club events
• Author blog and website

cer-shaped oil lamps augmented
the light from a high barred window. An assemblage of kettles and
pots crammed a fireplace built
along the back wall. Some of the
cookware hung from chains, others
rested on iron grates. Liquid bubbling from one pot dripped and
sizzled into the fire below. Bockman’s jail appeared more a chemistry lab than cell.
Now I could identify the large
object in the center of the jail. It
was a large bulb-shaped copper
pot-still. Pipes curled from the top
of the pot condensed the vapors
into a five-gallon jug that collected
the distilled alcohol. Restoration
moonshine.
A shuffle of footsteps sounded
from behind the apparatus. The
movement caught my eye. The toe
of a green slipper appeared. Bockman rounded the edge of the still.
In his hand, he held a small cup.
My missing landlord had the preoccupied look of an absentminded
professor or a mad scientist. I wasn’t
sure which description best fit.

“I hope,” I said, “you’re making
a supply of Particle Enhancement
Liquid. We could use a new batch
to beam us back home.”
Bockman raised his head at the
sound of my voice. His eyes darted
from one side of the cell to the
other in confusion. Then he spotted me.
“Vail?” His voice was spacey, either from mental fatigue, alcohol
fumes or distillation overdose. “Elliot Vail? Is that you?”
My missing landlord was attired in a long black dressing gown
with a red velvet collar. Oversized
cuffs turned back and buttoned to
the sleeves. The once-fine fabric of
his cambric shirt was stained by a
spectrum of spills. Royal-blue ribbons kept the open shirtfront tied
together.
“Bockman,” I said, looking at his
feet. “Don’t you think the green
satin slippers are a bit much?”

“The leap from my imagination to a
published work is a novel experience for me.”
JON CORY, debut author of A Plague of Scoundrels, grew
up in Indiana, and earned degrees in business and economics from Ohio University. After three years of military service, he settled into a successful career in computer
systems. A worldwide traveler, Jon has participated as a
team member of archaeological expeditions in several
countries. Retirement enabled him to return to creative
writing. Jon currently lives in Alamo, California, with his
wife Jan.

Outside

Heroes Arise

CHILD

This illustrated novel
is now available in
trade paperback!
August 2008
Trade Paperback (6” x 9”)
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-5-9
Price: $15.95 (U.S.A.)
Also Available
Hardcover (6” x 9” )
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-4-2
Price: $24.95 (U.S.A.)
Pages: 198
Fiction/Fantasy

In a world where justice is achieved through careful customs of
vengeance, a noble being pursues love and the preservation of his
honor.
“Heroes Arise provides a fascinating journey into an alien culture, one
more open and honorable than our own—although like ours in its
capacity for violence. As I read, I was reminded of classic tales by Leigh
Brackett and C.L. Moore, yet the story has a modern sensibility and
depth of characterization. A promising debut for Laurel Anne Hill.”
– Madeline Howard, Author of The Hidden Star

“A richly detailed world, fascinating characters, and a stirring quest all
make for an auspicious debut from an exciting new talent.”
– Robert J. Sawyer, Hugo Award-winning author of Hominids

“Being a first-time novelist is like swimming in
a tropical sea instead of in a backyard pool. The
experience exhilarates but requires focus and
attention to detail.”
LAUREL ANNE HILL, debut author of Heroes Arise,
grew up in San Francisco, California, with more dreams
of adventure than good sense or money. She has earned
degrees in biology from San Francisco State University
and California Polytechnic State University. Laurel’s
close brushes with death, love of family, respect for honor and belief in a higher power influence her writing and
life. She is currently at work on a novel set in early California. She also hopes to write again about Gundack,
Rheemar, and the desert kren of Thard.

Available Now
Trade Paperback (6” x 9”)
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-3-5
Price: $15.95 (U.S.A.)
Also Available
Hardcover (6” x 9” )
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-2-8
Price: $24.95 (U.S.A.)

Pages: 305
Fiction/Mystery

Pre-Katrina New Orleans: Ladonis Washington finds success within
her grasp after the grisly death of her business mentor. But will she risk
her brother’s life in her search for the truth?
“In Alice Wilson-Fried’s debut mystery, Outside Child, pre-Katrina New
Orleans comes alive again with patois and poignancy. Fast-paced, down
home and real, Outside Child rivets you to the page, keeps you turning
pages, and brings back a vanished New Orleans.”
– Cara Black, Author of the Aimee LeDuc Series

“Outside Child is a creole stew of crime, politics, and Southern manners
that gives a true flavor of New Orleans before all that water washed
away some of the spice. The sibling relationship that’s central to the story
evokes Walter Mosley’s Easy Rawlins.”

– Kevin Arkadie, Writer/Producer of “The Shield”

“‘Oh, my God! People are going to read what I
wrote.’ That was my reaction when I signed the
contract. But when I saw my book, my picture
on the dustjacket, I cried, overwhelmed with
pride and joy.”
ALICE WILSON-FRIED, author of Outside Child, grew
up in the Magnolia Housing Project in New Orleans.
After attending Grambling College and Tulane University, she worked in public relations at the Delta Queen
Steamboat Company. While Outside Child is Alice’s first
published novel, she is also the author of a nonfiction
book entitled Menopause, Sisterhood, and Tennis. Alice is
currently working on a sequel to Outside Child, focusing
that novel on the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.

My Half of the Sky
2006
Book
Sense
Pick

THE

OVER EDGE
This BookSense Pick
is now available in
trade paperback!
July 2008
Trade Paperback (6” x 9”)
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-7-3
Price: $17.95 (U.S.A.)
Pages: 496

Also Available
Hardcover (6” x 9” )
ISBN-10: 0-9772081-1-7
ISBN-13: 978-0-9772081-1-1
Price: $24.95 (U.S.A.)
Pages: 533
Fiction

My Half of the Sky has earned several accolades, including:
• BookSense Pick, August 2006
• Notable, 2006 Best New Writing: Eric Hoffer Awards
• Finalist, 2006 PMA Benjamin Franklin Awards
• Finalist, 2006 Foreword Magazine Book of the Year Awards
“Your heart will tear apart right along with Li Hui’s as she struggles to
‘hold up her half of the sky’ . . . This is a powerful coming of age story.”
				
– Keri Holmes, The Kaleidoscope
Li Hui struggles with love and honor. Advice comes from all corners of
her world as well as different and conflicting generational, historical and
cultural values. Everyone wants something different for and from her,
particularly her parents who mourn the lack of a son while arranging to
marry her off to their greatest advantage.

“Being a first-time novelist is a roller coaster
ride, wonderful in all of its ups and downs.”
JANA MCBURNEY-LIN, debut author of My Half
of the Sky, lived in Asia for fifteen years. Jana wrote
for media in seven countries and worked as an editor at
ALC Publishing when she met her husband, a native
of southern China. They then lived in Singapore, frequently visiting his family in Fujian province.
Jana now lives in the Santa Cruz mountains of California with her husband and four children.

Now available in
trade paperback!
August 2008
Trade Paperback (6” x 9”)
ISBN: 978-0-9772081-6-6
Price: $15.95 (U.S.A.)

Also available

Hardcover (6” x 9” )
ISBN-10: 0-9772081-0-9
ISBN-13: 978-0-9772081-0-4
Price: $24.95 (U.S.A.)
Pages: 323
Fiction

“Kaplan writes with an eye for visual detail and a breathless style, with
punchy sentences that whisk readers through the action.”
			
– Melanie White, Jackson Hole News & Guide
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, Winter 1969: Two dangerous men on a
collision course that can only end in tragedy.

Matthew Green, a physically and spiritually scarred Vietnam Vet, escapes
to the mystic mountains of the Grand Tetons in a desperate attempt to
heal and regain self-respect. Franky Fiorini, an educated but corrupt
junior member of a New York mob family, is sent to Jackson Hole in
search of the informant who betrayed his father. While Matthew finds
a mentor in Korean War veteran and local legend Wesley Crow, he
continues to struggle against a return to violence. He soon realizes that
he and Franky have unwittingly entered a violent culture clash between
the wild resort community and the redneck cowboy town.

“Writing and getting this book published was
like giving birth after a twenty year pregnancy
—the relief was as great as the satisfaction.”
While researching for his debut novel, Over the Edge,
author MARC PAUL KAPLAN interviewed Vietnam and Korean War veterans who trusted him with
their stories. Marc is an avid outdoorsman and successful businessman in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Marc is currently at work on his second novel centered
around the Klondike Gold Rush.

CONTACT KOMENAR PUBLISHING:
KOMENAR Publishing
1756 Lacassie Avenue, Suite 202
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

tel. (510) 444-2261
fax (510) 834-2141
info@komenarpublishing.com

TRADE POLICY & TERMS
RETAIL/BOOKSTORE DISCOUNT SCHEDULE

Discount
		
		

1-4 copies assorted: 20% FOB Oakland, CA
5+ copies assorted: 46% Free freight
Five copy minimum order

Return Policy
		
		

Books in saleable condition may be returned after 90 days
at customer expense for credit only. No permission is 		
required. Packing list must be included.

Terms		

Please send
all returns to:

Net 30 days

KOMENAR Publishing
3054 Telegraph Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705

WHOLESALERS

KOMENAR Publishing offers standard wholesale discounts for established
wholesalers. Please contact our sales reps or KOMENAR Publishing sales at
(510) 444-2261.

KOMENAR titles are currently available from Ingram Book Company,
Baker&Taylor, Partners/West, and other major wholesalers.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Mid-Atlantic/New England region
Parson Weems
Chris Kerr • Sean Concannon • Linda Cannon • Causten Stehle
8 Main Street, Hastings on Hudson, New York 10706
tel. (914) 478-4259 • fax (866) 861-0337 • office@parsonweems.com
Southern region
George Scheer Associates
Wayne Donnell • Tom Murphy • Nathan Carter
Elaine Rathgeber • Deborah Donnell
211 E. Avondale Drive, Greensboro, North Carolina 27403
tel. (800) 265-8504 • fax (336) 854-6908
Mid-West region
Blue 4 Books
Ian Booth • Tom Hamburg • Nicholas Booth • Scott Bar
lett
8333 Jersey Avenue North, Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
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